DEFENCE OF HIGHER DOCTORAL DEGREE

With a view to obtaining the higher doctoral degree (dr. theol.)

Morten Hørning Jensen

will be defending his higher doctoral dissertation:

The ‘Gospel’ between Emperor and Temple in the Gospel of Mark
A Story of Epoch-Making Proximity to the Divine through Victory and Cult

On Friday 26 January 2024 at 13.00
at Aarhus University, Nobel Auditorium, building 1482, room 105, Jens Chr. Skous Vej 4, 8000 Aarhus C

Assessment committee:
• Prof. Dr. Eve-Marie Becker, Universität Münster – 1st official opponent
• Prof. Ph.D. Warren Carter, Phillips Theological Seminary – 2nd official opponent
• Prof. Ph.D. Kasper Bro Larsen, Aarhus University – head of committee

Leader of the defence proceeding will be Vice Dean Anne Marie Pahuus, Faculty of Arts, Aarhus University. Opponents ex auditorio may present themselves already now, addressing an email to Anders Gade Jensen at: andersgade@au.dk. Alternatively, opponents ex auditorio may present themselves on the day of the defence during the break. A copy of the committee’s assessment is available addressing an email inquiry to andersgade@au.dk.
A copy of the dissertation is available for reading before the defence at the office of Anders Gade Jensen, Taasingegade 3, Building 1443, office 417, 8000 Aarhus C.

Registration is required to participate in the doctoral defence
https://events.au.dk/defenseofhigherdoctoraldegreemortenhorningjensen/registration
After the defence there will be a reception.

Everyone is welcome.